She's among the anointed minority who practice what's known as the dry
cut, a technique that does what it says on the box. According to believers,
a dry cut can have (subtly) miraculous results. Perhaps C. J.-or Terricould deliver a version of my standard, snoozy cut that would feel new
and different, without requiring my usual months of hair rehab.

After two decades of constant hair upheavalsomehow alwavs landing back at square oneKeziah Weir tries the di'y cut. Will a change in
technique be the key to that elusive perfect style?
The best photograph I have of myself was taken sometime during my
short-lived ballet career, which lasted from the ages of four to six. Against
the soft glow of the dance studio, I'm wearing a pink leotard, arms raised
in fifth position around a face not yet conditioned to be camera-shy, smile
framed by the same hairstyle I've returned to most over the intervening
decades: long, brown, and blunt-cut with straight-across bangs. Fifteen
years later, I'd sport a strikingly similar look-ballet-pink dress and the
same cut, which by that age I fancied Jane Birkin-esque+at my college
graduation. It is, quite simply, a look that works for me, both because I
have fine, stick-straight hair and what Tyra Banks would call a five-finger
forehead, and because "effortless" is in line with my grooming resources
and abilities: Bangs can be trimmed at home; layer-free lengths grow out
with relative grace.
And yet, I cannot resist the endorphin rush of an impulse haircut.
Though I loathe change in my personal life (relationships-even bad
ones-often end only in the event of a cross-country
move) and am deeply comforted by routine (quit my
steady job for the sake of self-discovery? Not I!), when
it comes to lopping off 18 months' worth of impatiently grown-out length on a whim, I am fearless. Sure, the
stakes aren't sky-high. As I've often announced, "It's
just hair!" (Of course, it's not "just" hair. Of course,
I'm searching for some aesthetic manifestation of the
selfl' d like to project. But whatever, it grows back.)
But when a coach calls a season a "building year,"
it's rarely an indication that the team is doing well.
Having spent years growing out major deviationsthe 2005 layers that looked like cheap extensions;
2010's finicky pixie; the DIY lob of 2013-I'm tired of
looking perpetually in-between.
So, jonesing for a fix this past spring, I tried a new
approach. Parked in a chair at the garden-level James
Corbett Studio in Manhattan's Flatiron district, I
pleaded for moderation: I'm in the mood for a new
look, I said, but my favorite thing about my extralong
hair is, well, its extralongness-so can you give me a
big change ... without changing much at all? I had reason to believe that Terri Fellows, the hairstylist on
the receiving end of this request, had a decent shot at
achieving it. Not only had ELLE's own beauty director whispered reverently to me, "She gave me the most
amazing haircut," but Fellows herself is a member of
the brunette-with-bangs club. She also possesses a
certain jazzy smoothness-think The West Wing's C. J.
Cregg, ifC. J. were a downtown hairstylist-that gives
the impression of deep competence.
But there's another reason I sought out Fellows:
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THE DRY-CUT METHOD was popularized and perfected by the late,
great John Sahag-born in Lebanon, raised in Australia, and trained in
Paris in the heyday of '70s fashion-who shaped some of the most memorable coifs of the 'Sos and '90s, from Brooke Shields's voluminous "me
and my Calvins" waves to Demi Moore's Ghost-era pixie. "The mad professor ofhair," as he was once dubbed by master stylist and fellow dry-cut
enthusiast Edward Tricomi, Sa hag had a penchant for leather pants, partially buttoned black shirts, and a rocker's shag. In an undated interview
on You'Iube, he slouches in a salon chair, cigarette in hand, explaining
how he developed the dry method after learning to cut the traditional
way. "You'd wet it; you'd cut it. You're trying to guess, at best, how it's going to finish," he says, using his hands for emphasis as though describing
an elegant martial arts move. "What I would do is blow it out dry, and go
in there and finish off .... I thought, Well, why not do the whole thing dry?"
Dry-cut converts say the technique gives an immediate precision that
regular wet cutting can't duplicate. As anyone who's ever gotten a haircut
the old-fashioned way knows, after it's wet, hair clumps together and is
cut in sections; then it's blow-dried and the stylist goes in and cleans it
up. But when hair is dry from the start, individual strands can be singled
out to remove bulk while adding volume and movement. Throughout
the 'Sos and '90s, as his colleagues continued to focus on what happens

